
Full stack engineering capabilities incorporate the
latest open-source languages and platform
technologies to create systems that achieve business
objectives and reduce costs. 

APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT 

OUR SERVICES 

Our mission is to help
government organizations
realize their program delivery
objectives through digital
services.

Our service areas are designed to
provide modern technology options
that work well together, including
Amazon Web Services, Salesforce,
Tableau, and open-source software
development. We bring decades of
experience and focus on a core set
of technologies to deliver
implementations based on best
practices and continual investment
in your staff with training and
education.

Implementations that result in resilient, cost-effective, and
secure cloud-based systems using AWS infrastructure
and platform services. Infrastructure as code paired with
DevSecOps provides sustainability and client self-
sufficiency.

CLOUD
INFRASTRUCTURE 

With a focus on rapid implementation and process
automation, our job is to get you moving quickly and
efficiently so that you can focus on your business.

SALESFORCE
IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES

Achieve security and compliance with a focus on
efficient business operations. We bring expertise in key
compliance areas, including HIPAA and NIST SP 800-
53Rev5, combined with AWS security automation
experience.

INFORMATION 
SECURITY

WHY CHOOSE US?



Nick Bosen
Partner Account Manager 
nbosen@amazon.com
603.793.0820

Brendan McGuire
Vice President
bmcguire@tek4gov.com
808.200.9634

CONTACT
TEK4GOV

Headquartered in West Sacramento, we are a
certified California Small Business with the
Department of General Services. Through our
combination of public sector domain knowledge
and technical expertise, TEK4GOV provides
customers with architectures that realize
business/program objectives with the most
appropriate technology solutions. Our team has
business domain knowledge across public sector
programs with a specific focus on Health and
Human services, including: Child Welfare, Eligibity
and Public Health.

We combine TEK4GOV's business understanding
with our cross-technology expertise and reference
architectures to build systems that reduce time to
value, using AWS platform services and low code
technologies. Our objective is to establish a long-
term relationship with the organizations we
support. We collaborate with customers regularly
to gain feedback, establish awareness and resolve
the challenges of implementing complex projects.
Our engineering and development practices
ensure quality, consistency, and resiliency through
practices including peer reviews, automated
testing, and CI/CD automation. 

CUSTOMER
SUCCESS 

ABOUT TEK4GOV

BUILT ON
TECHNOLOGY.

FOCUSED ON
PEOPLE.

California Secretary of State 

Daily mail forwarding
operations were
reduced by 30%

Automated Workflows
and batch processing
reduced application
processing time by  20%


